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We find that a substantial portion of short sellers’ trading advantage comes from their

ability to analyze publicly available information. Using a database of short sales combined

with a database of news releases, we show that the well-documented negative relation

between short sales and future returns is twice as large on news days and four times as

large on days with negative news. Further, we find that the most informed short sales are

not from market makers but rather from clients, and we find only weak evidence that short

sellers anticipate news events. Overall, the evidence suggests that public news provides

valuable trading opportunities for short sellers who are skilled information processors.

& 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

There is now overwhelming evidence that short sellers
are informed traders. When short interest or short volume
are high, future returns are predictably low (see, e.g.,
Senchack and Starks, 1993; Asquith, Pathak, and Ritter,
2005; Boehmer, Jones, and Zhang, 2008). Return predict-
ability, however, suggests only that short sellers have an
information advantage over other traders. In this paper,
we ask how short sellers obtain that advantage.
All rights reserved.
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To address this question, we combine a large archive of
all corporate news events with a large panel of daily short
selling. This unique combination allows us to comprehen-
sively examine the relation between short selling and
news events. We find that a substantial portion of short
sellers’ trading advantage comes from their ability to
analyze publicly available information. In fact, while news
events occur on only 22% of the days in our sample, these
trading days account for over 45% of the total profitability
from short selling.

Although our evidence suggests that short sellers obtain
an information advantage via superior information proces-
sing, some commentators have suggested other ways that
short sellers achieve an advantage. The Securities and
Exchange Commission (SEC) suggested that short sellers
spread ‘‘false rumors’’ in an effort to manipulate firms
‘‘uniquely vulnerable to panic.’’1 If this type of manipulation
1 Cox, C., 2008. What the SEC really did on short selling. The Wall

Street Journal, 24 July.
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were taking place, then it suggests that short sellers m
initiate a trade and then spread rumors (see, e.g.
Bommel, 2003). In other words, we might expect t
short sellers trade before news events, even thoug
news events could turn out to contain false informati

We find little evidence to support the claim that
sellers’ advantage comes from trading before informat
released, even though short sellers have been show
trade before the release of certain types of public info
tion. For example, Karpoff and Lou (2010) show that
selling increases before the initial public revelation of
financial misrepresentation. Similarly, Christophe, Ferr
Angel (2004) find evidence of informed short selling i
5 days before earnings announcements.

In contrast, when we look at all corporate news e
in the Dow Jones archive, we find that the trades of
sellers are similar to the trades of other market pa
pants in the days leading up to a news release. Unc
tionally, the ratio of short volume to total volume is
and this ratio falls by 0.019 on negative news day
rises by 0.022 on positive news days. However, durin
days leading up to the news event, the ratio is the sam
slightly smaller than the unconditional mean, irrespe
of the news type. Moreover, during the days after a
event, the ratio is the same or slightly larger than
unconditional mean. The result suggests that, on ave
short sellers trade on or after news release dates and
do not anticipate public news announcements.

Given that short sellers tend to trade on or after
events, we next ask whether these news events pr
profitable trading opportunities for short sellers. Inte
ingly, the extant theoretical literature provides m
predictions on the role of news releases. On the one
a number of papers argue that news reduces inform
asymmetry (see, e.g., Korajczyk, Lucas, and McDo
1991; Diamond and Verrecchia, 1987). For example
firm announces a merger, investors who knew tha
merger was likely no longer have an information ad
tage over those who did not. The news announce
therefore reduces the information asymmetry bet
informed and uninformed investors. Under this view
trades of informed traders (short sellers) should b
profitable when they are initiated immediately follo
a news announcement.

On the other hand, several papers suggest that p
news events can lead to differential interpretation
traders based on variation in the traders’ skill (see
Kandel and Pearson, 1995). Rubinstein (1993) pu
succinctly: ‘‘In real life, differences in consumer beh
are often attributed to varying intelligence and abil
process information. Agents reading the same mo
newspapers with the same stock price lists will inte
the information differently.’’ Under this view, public
events present profitable trading opportunities for s
information processors, which can explain not only
volume around news events (Kandel and Pearson, 1
but also evidence of return predictability from ‘‘soft’’
mation in news announcements (see, e.g., Engelberg,
Demers and Vega, 2008). This suggests that news anno
ments should make the trades of informed traders (

sellers) more profitable on news days.

Find authenticated court doc
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When we take both of these theories to the data, w
evidence in support of the second view. Several paper
that abnormal short selling unconditionally predicts
future returns (see, e.g., Senchack and Starks, 1993; As
Pathak, and Ritter, 2005; Boehmer, Jones, and Zhang, 2
We also find that abnormal short selling leads to
future returns, but we find that this effect is concent
around news events. In particular, the predictabilit
future returns more than doubles on news days and q
ruples on days with negative news. While a long-
trading strategy based on the level of short selling w
have earned a return of 40% over our 2.5-year sa
period, a long-short strategy that conditioned on
selling and news events would have earned 60%. More
a strategy based on short selling and negative news w
have earned an astonishing 180% during our 2.5
sample period.

An alternative explanation for this result could be
some buyers make systematic mistakes around
events (Antweiler and Frank, 2006), and that these bu
mistakes are reflected in market makers’ offsetting
sales. To determine whether short sellers’ trades ar
to superior information processing or to offsetting
tions, we exploit a unique feature of the short selling
namely, exempt versus non-exempt trade marking, w
allows us to distinguish market makers from non-m
makers (clients). We find that clients’ trades are pa
larly well informed, and that these trades are much
profitable in the presence of news events. In con
market makers’ trades are not particularly well infor
and there is no differential impact in the presen
news. Thus, there appears to be little support for the
that return predictability from shorts is greater on
days because of market makers offsetting short sale

Another alternative explanation for our main res
that short sales are profitable on news days because
days provide short sellers with increased liquidity.
explanation, however, requires that the costs of
selling are lower around news announcements. How
we find little evidence that market liquidity improv
news days. For example, we find that bid-ask sp
actually increase by nearly 5% around news annou
ments, which is consistent with existing models of m
maker behavior in the presence of informed traders
e.g., Glosten and Milgrom, 1985; Kyle, 1985). When co
with our finding that the trades of short sellers are
than twice as profitable in the presence of news
evidence is consistent with the idea that public news e
present profitable trading opportunities for skilled info
tion processors and short sellers are, on average, skill
processing public news.

The remainder of this paper proceeds as fol
Section 2 discusses related literature. Section 3 desc
the databases used in this study and presents our
hypotheses. Section 4 presents our analyses and find
Finally, Section 5 concludes.

2. Related literature

The ideas in this paper relate to three distinct bran

of the existing literature. First, this paper relates to an
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2 A closely related dimension of research is whether short sellers’

trades reveal information to other market participants. In other words,

are short sellers’ trades newsworthy in and of themselves? Senchack and

Starks (1993) show that abnormally large short interest announcements

have small but significant negative returns. Similarly, Aitken, Frino,

McCorry, and Swan (1998) show that short sales are followed by price
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extensive literature on the behavior of short se
relative to other traders. Second, our paper contrib
to a growing literature on how market particip
respond to public news. Finally, this paper sheds l
on an emerging debate on whether news increase
decreases information asymmetry. In this section, we
discuss prior papers that connect news to short sel
We then provide an overview of the relevant literatur
each of these three branches.

Fox, Glosten, and Tetlock (2009) use news and s
selling data to examine the role of short sellers fro
regulator’s perspective. Motivated by the intense scru
that short sellers receive from the press and lawmak
they investigate whether short selling appears to
socially beneficial or harmful (and worthy of regulat
In addition, several extant papers look at short se
behavior in the context of a specific type of corpo
news event. As such, these studies shed light on a su
of this paper’s sample of news events. Karpoff and
(2010), for example, examine short sellers’ position
firms that are investigated for financial misconduct and
that short sellers generally anticipate public announcem
of investigations. Christophe, Ferri, and Angel (2004)
Christophe, Ferri, and Hsieh (2010) focus on short se
trades around earnings announcements and analyst do
grades, respectively, and find evidence that short sellers
informed traders who can profit from these events. Simil
Daske, Richardson, and Tuna (2005) and Boehmer, Jones
Zhang (2010) look at short selling around managem
forecast announcements and earnings announceme
While Daske, Richardson, and Tuna (2005) find no
dence that short sale transactions concentrate prior to
news events, Boehmer, Jones, and Zhang (2010) find s
evidence of anticipation, and they show that a signifi
fraction of short sellers’ information advantage co
from trading around these events. Finally, Nagel (2
looks at the cash flow news implied by a vector
regression and finds an asymmetric effect on retu
indicating that short sellers help incorporate news
prices when short selling is not constrained.

While the above papers identify patterns in s
selling around a handful of specific corporate news ev
the current paper aims to uncover patterns in short se
trades around all types of corporate news events. Doin
allows us to speak more generally about short se
behavior around new releases of public information
particular, using a list of all corporate news events, we
sort the universe of trading days into those with
without news and examine the differential performanc
short sellers surrounding news events.

2.1. Short sellers’ trading patterns

Several papers compare the trades of short seller
the trades of other market participants. There are mul
dimensions over which trades can be compared. Muc
the recent literature focuses on the profitability of tra
which, roughly speaking, can be measured using
performance of a stock’s price after the initiation
short sale. In one of the earliest articles to empiric

examine short sales, Seneca (1967) finds a negative relation

Find authenticated court doc
between short interest and returns and concludes
short positions are indicative of bearish opinions. Simil
Boehme, Danielsen, and Sorescu (2006) show that w
short selling is constrained and there are relatively div
opinions, abnormally high short interest can pre
negative future returns. Using transaction data at a hi
frequency, Boehmer, Jones, and Zhang (2008) find
heavily shorted stocks significantly underperform lig
shorted stocks, especially stocks heavily shorted
non-program institutional traders; and Diether, Lee,
Werner (2008) show that not only do prices follow s
selling, but short selling also follows prices, that is, s
sellers tend to short after price run-ups. These res
further indicate that short sellers could have an infor
tion advantage.2 In sum, the above work establishes
the performance of short sellers’ trades indicates
short sellers are informed traders. Our paper contrib
to this literature by asking how short sellers come to e
2.2. Public news

While a large literature examines volume and re
phenomena around specific news events (e.g., earn
announcements, mergers, and dividend initiations
omissions), a more recent literature considers such
nomena around any corporate news event. Categori
all Wall Street Journal stories between 1973 and 2
Antweiler and Frank (2006) find that return respo
vary widely across news categories, although they
evidence of overreaction (return reversal), on aver
Also using a database of all news events, Tetlock (2
finds evidence of even stronger return reversal follow
repeated news events, consistent with the idea
investors overreact to ‘‘stale’’ news stories. Several stu
using comprehensive news databases examine whe
well-known asset pricing anomalies are related to n
Chan (2003) considers the momentum anomaly am
stocks with and without recent news and finds evid
of price momentum only among news stocks. Simil
Vega (2006) finds more earnings momentum am
stocks with high differences of opinion on news days

More recently, researchers have asked whether
content of news stories contains value-relevant infor
tion. Tetlock, Saar-Tsechansky, and Macskassy (2008)
Engelberg (2008) show that, indeed, the qualitative
tent of the information contained in news stories
predict both earnings surprises and short-term retu
These findings support the idea that there is va
relevant or ‘‘soft’’ information in news stories that is
immediately impounded into prices.

To summarize, this literature highlights the im
declines within 15 minutes on the Australian Stock Exchange.
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lot of evidence.’ The Wall Street Journal, 12 May.
4 Our approach is not designed to detect specific instances of insider

trading, but rather, it is designed to examine the average trading
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assessing the behavior of short sellers. Moreover, it s
that the information content of news leaves room
traders with different information processing abilit
arrive at different conclusions about the value relev
of the news event. Our work builds on these findin
analyzing the universe of corporate news events i
U.S. over our sample period, and by asking whether, i
sample, information processing ability plays a role i
performance of short sellers’ trades.

2.3. Public news and informed trading

There are two views regarding the relation bet
the trading patterns of skilled investors and the relea
public news items such as the articles contained i
Dow Jones archive. Under the first view, public info
tion does not provide traders with an information ad
tage; that is, managers who rely on public inform
(rather than generate private information) are
skilled. Consistent with this view, Kacperczyk and
(2007) estimate managers’ reliance on public inform
(RPI) as the R-squared of a regression of perce
changes in fund managers’ portfolio holdings on cha
in analysts’ past recommendations and find that
managers with low RPIs (low reliance on public info
tion) perform better than fund managers with high
(high reliance on public information).

Under the alternative view, the public relea
information presents trading opportunities for s
processors of information; that is, when news is rele
traders with superior information processing skill
convert this news into valuable information for tr
(Kandel and Pearson, 1995). Earnings announcement
example, are often accompanied by lengthy docum
and conference calls that are scrutinized by inform
processors. Those traders who show exceptional sk
converting such data into value-relevant informatio
rewarded with superior returns on event-driven tr
Evidence consistent with this view comes from st
that attempt to look at the textual content of news and
announcements. Specifically, Tetlock, Saar-Tsechansky
Macskassy (2008), Engelberg (2008), Demers and
(2008), and Feldman, Govindaraj, Livnat, and Segal (
all show that the content of corporate news predicts re
which is consistent with the view that information pr
sing skills can generate superior returns.

Our paper sheds light on the above debate by fin
additional evidence in support of the second vie
showing that trades occurring after the release of
stories can be more profitable than trades in non-
periods.

3. Hypotheses and methodology

3.1. Hypothesis development

In this section, we formalize many of the ideas introd
in the beginning of the paper. Our first set of hypot
concerns the timing of trades, while the second set con

the profitability of trades. Finally, we have two sets o

Find authenticated court doc
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hypotheses that aim to explore the source of short s
profitability.

The timing of trades is one of the areas in which
sellers can differ from other traders. Prior research
some evidence that short sellers trade before p
information is released (see, e.g., Karpoff and Lou, 2
Christophe, Ferri, and Angel, 2004). Similarly, the
rities and Exchange Commission has suggested that
sellers spread ‘‘false rumors’’ in an effort to manip
firms. Furthermore, in the popular press, there have
allegations of insider trading by well-known hedge
such as SAC Capital Advisors and Galleon.3,4 Alth
there are many possible channels through which
sellers’ trades could be profitable, our first set of hy
eses seeks to empirically test whether the timing of
sales is different than that of other trades. We refer t
as the Anticipation hypothesis. Formally:

H1. In the presence of news events, short sellers
before other traders.

This hypothesis is an alternative to the null hypot
that there is no difference in timing.

We next turn to the profitability of short sellers’ t
around news events. The literature is split as to wh
news events increase or decrease asymmetric info
tion, thereby increasing or decreasing the profitabil
informed trades. On the one hand, many papers m
news events as points in time associated with red
information asymmetry (see, e.g., Korajczyk, Lucas
McDonald, 1991; Diamond and Verrecchia, 1987). If
events do indeed reduce asymmetric information, the t
of informed traders (e.g., short sales) should be less p
able on news days. On the other hand, other papers su
that public news events are subject to differential
pretations by traders (see, e.g., Rubinstein, 1993; Kande
Pearson, 1995). Under this view, public information e
present profitable trading opportunities for skilled info
tion processors, and thus, the trades of informed tr
(e.g., short sellers) should be more profitable after
days. This discussion leads to the following set of hy
eses, which we call the Profitability hypotheses:

H2a. Short sales are less profitable after news ann
cements.

H2b. Short sales are more profitable after news ann
cements.

These hypotheses rest against the backdrop of the
hypothesis, which states that short sales are as profi
after news events as they are at other times.

Since our empirical work finds that short sale
more profitable after news events, we also explore
profitability increases. While the literature finds
f patterns of short sellers.
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traders (see, e.g., Engelberg, 2008; Demers and V
2008), other potential explanations exist. The first a
native explanation posits that some buyers make
tematic mistakes around news events (see, e.g., Antw
and Frank, 2006), and that these mistakes are reflecte
market makers’ offsetting short sales. We formalize
idea in our third set of hypotheses, which we call
Uninformed counterparty hypotheses:

H3. The profitability of short sales comes from ma
makers’ offsetting trades.

This hypothesis rests against the null hypothesis
the profitability of short sales comes equally from ma
maker and non-market maker trades.

Another alternative explanation relates to liqui
Given the increase in volume around news events, n
events could provide a trading opportunity for th
traders for whom liquidity is an important factor
trade’s profitability. As a result, the perceived profitab
of short sales around news events could have nothin
do with information; rather, short sellers could simpl
trading around news events because news events cr
liquidity, which allows them to execute profitable tra
This relation between news events and liquidity is
basis for our fourth and final set of hypotheses, which
call the Liquidity hypotheses:

H4. The profitability of short sales around news even
due to the increased liquidity that news events provi

The null hypothesis is that the profitability of s
sales around news events is not a result of the liqu
that news events provide.

3.2. Data

To test the hypotheses developed above, we em
two main databases. The first database contains infor
tion on short sales, while the second contains n
articles from the Dow Jones archive.

3.2.1. Short sales

Information on short sales comes from the NYSE T
and Quote (TAQ) Regulation SHO database. Regula
SHO was adopted by the SEC in June of 2004 to estab
new rules governing short sales in equity transactions
to evaluate the effectiveness of price test restriction
short sales. As one consequence of Regulation SHO, tran
tion-level short sales data were publicly disclosed.
Regulation SHO database covers the period January 3, 2
through July 6, 2007 and contains data for all short sales
were reported to the NYSE for NYSE-listed and tra
securities during this period.5 The database contains
stock ticker, the date and time of the transaction, the num
of shares traded, and the execution price. While the

allow us to observe the opening of short positions, they do

5 The vast majority of trades in the database are for NYSE-listed

securities. Occasionally, securities that are not listed on the NYSE do

trade on the NYSE, and these trades also appear in the Regulation SHO

database.

Find authenticated court doc
not contain information on the covering of these s
positions. Thus, like other papers, we are constrained
the lack of information on short-covering transaction
addition, the data also include an indicator that den
whether a transaction was exempt from price test rules.
of the reasons a short sale transaction could be classifie
exempt is that it was made by market makers engage
bona fide market making activity. The exempt indicator
thus been used to separate trading by market makers f
trading by non-market makers (see, e.g., Evans, Geczy, M
and Reed, 2009; Christophe, Ferri, and Angel, 2004; Boeh
Jones, and Zhang, 2008; Chakrabarty and Shkilko, 20
However, when Regulation SHO was implemented, a g
of randomly selected stocks was chosen to be part of a
study for which the exempt/non-exempt classification
no longer required. We exclude these pilot firms when u
the exempt indicator variable in our analyses (i.e., Tabl
and 7).7

For the purposes of our analysis, we aggregate
transaction data to the daily level, and we use the
master files to add CUSIPs to the database. We then
the Center for Research in Security Prices (CRSP) D
Stock Event file to add PERMNOs to the database. Fin
we add returns, closing bid price, closing ask price,
volume, and shares outstanding from CRSP. Using t
data, we calculate the Amihud (2002) illiquidity mea
defined as 107

� 9retit9/volumeit, where volumeit is
dollar volume, and we calculate the daily bid-ask sp
as a percentage of the closing mid-price.

In addition, we add information on the daily volu
weighted rebate rate for equity loans in each stock
the sample period. The rebate rate for an equity loa
the rate at which interest on collateral is rebated bac
the borrower. Thus, the rate is inversely related to the
of shorting a stock. Our data on rebate rates come fro
proprietary database on equity loan transactions
described in Kolasinski, Reed, and Ringgenberg (20
The data are compiled by a third-party provider th
both a market maker in the equity loan market and a
3.2.2. Dow Jones archive

To compile our sample of news events, we use the
Jones archive as in Tetlock (2010). This archive cont
all Dow Jones News Service stories and Wall Street Jou

stories over our 2005–2007 sample period. Each obse
tion in the news database is a news item; each n
item includes at least one subject code and Dow Jon
designation of the corporations that are mentioned i
article and are the subject of the story. Table 1 display
example article and the associated entry in the Dow Jo
Notice to Members 06-53 notes that ‘‘Rule 5100(c)(1) provides an

exception to the bid test for short sales by a market maker registered

in the security in connection with bona fide market making activity.’’
7 Details regarding the Regulation SHO pilot study, including a list of

firms involved, are available on the SEC Web site: http://www.sec.gov/

rules/other/34-50104.htm. Our results are robust to the inclusion of the

Regulation SHO pilot firms.
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